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Abstract

Research reactors in the Federal Republic of Germany and their needs for the interim
storage of spent nuclear fuel are described. Existing long-term interim storage facilities are
described. Special licensing and legal restrictions imposed by the German Atomic Energy Act
are outlined. Possible final solutions for the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle for research
reactors, including reprocessing in the United Kingdom or France, return of US-origin fuel
and a home-grown German solution are discussed.

1. Research reactors in Germany - an overview (see table 1)

Research reactors within Germany are normally operated by private research centres, which

are public funded by the federal government and the local states. Therefore the operating or-

ganization is responsible for and they have to look independently at all questions coming up

with licensing, operation, safety, upgrading, refurbishment, fuel cycle, waste disposal etc. of

the research reactor.

At present there are in operation 3 Triga research reactors, 5 light water moderated and

cooled research reactors and 1 heavy water moderated and cooled research reactor. One pro-

ject for a research reactor with a compact core, light water cooled and heavy water reflected

is under licensing and financial negotiations. In principle this project is included in the long

term storage plans.

The three Triga reactors using LEU fuel rods need only a very limited amount of refueling

over their operational life. The necessary storage place is available within their operating

pool. If there are no licensing difficulties arising from the back end of the fuel cycle (see

chapter 4) the operation of these research reactors is not limited through spent fuel storage

problems. But as at least two of these three Triga reactors seems to be close to shutdown the

operator has to answer the question arose by the licensing authority what to do with the

spent fuel elements.

At present there are some indications that from the six MTR type research reactors four will

be out of operation at around the year 2000. Their situation is of course then similar to the

Triga reactor case with two main exceptions

they are producing a larger amount of additional spent fuel over the remaining oper-

ational life time
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their spent fuel is HEU fuel which has to be special safeguarded and physical pro-

tected (see chapter 4).

The FRG-1 at the GKSS-Geesthacht and the BER-2 at HMI-Berlin will be hopefully in op-

eration till the year 2010 or longer. Their situation for the back end of the fuel cycle is ex-

tremely different. The FRG-1 has a relatively large storage capacity but the BER-2 has se-

vere difficulties with very limited storage capacity and with licensing demands.

A decision on the project FRM II will be made within 1 or 2 years. Many discussions in fa-

vour and against this project are going on in Germany taking into account: necessity of low

energy neutrons in the future, age of research reactors, funding for construction and opera-

tion of the new reactor, use of HEU instead of LEU. All considerations and plans being

made for a long term interim storage and final disposal of spent fuel within Germany include

the relevant figures of the spent fuel from this reactor.

1.1 The FRG research reactors

The GKSS research centre in Geesthacht (40 km away from downtown Hamburg) is operat-

ing since more than 30 years two research reactors which have been upgraded and refur-

bished many times to follow the experimental needs, operators safety requirements or licens-

ing demands. The FRG-1 (5 MW, critical 1958) is equipped with beam tubes, a cold neutron

source, converted to 20 % (LEU) enrichment and hopefully in operation till 2010. The FRG-

2(15 MW, critical 1963) has been used for the irradiation of power reactor materials (pres-

sure vessel steels, cladding, fuel, defect fuel etc.) for at least 30 years. As there is no longer a

need for such technology research within Germany the GKSS research centre applied for a

license to shutdown this reactor. This license will be hopefully granted in 1994?

Both research reactors are located in one reactor hall in a connecting pool system (see fig. 1)

and have used the same HEU fuel elements, the same spent fuel racks, fuel handling tools,

spent fuel shipping casks etc. At present there is still a larger amount (139!) of spent HEU

fuel elements from the operation at the FRG-2 (operation at 15 MW stops already in May

1991) and the FRG-1 before converting this reactor to LEU. The oldest fuel elements in stor-

age are around 9 years out of the reactor. Some spent LEU fuel elements from the operation

of the FRG-1 are being stored, too.

Within the pool system there are storage racks fixed at the pool wall and movable storage

racks at the floor which allow storage of the HEU and LEU fuel elements in any combina-

tions without any specific demands.
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2. Needs for storing spent fuel

Storage of spent fuel in reactor pools or separate pools is necessary for

spent fuel after refueling

the unloading of the reactor core due to operational or inspection or repair needs

after shutdown of the reactor

a) Spent fuel after refueling

As mentioned in chapter 1 the three German Triga reactors are storing their few spent fuel

elements from the beginning of their operational life within their operating pool. The Triga

reactors and the six MTR type research reactors using uranium of US origin. The MTR type

reactors have shipped normally on a regular basis their spent fuel elements to reprocessing

(chapter 3). Some of them are not able to store fuel for decades due to a limited storage ca-

pacity. Even the new FRM II project is not equipped with a spent fuel storage capacity for

the lifetime of the reactor.

b) Unloading of the reactor core

Separate, protected, shielded, cooled storage capacity away from the operating pool is/may

be necessary for many reasons when there is the need for partially or total unloading of the

reactor core due to e.g.

critical experiments

repair of control rods

changing or inspection of control absorbers

inspection of parts of the reactor core or reactor pool

repair of parts of the reactor core or reactor pool

emergency cases.

All these points justify the demand for separate storage space which is not allowed to be

used for normal storage needs and a storage pool separate from the operating pool.

c) Shutdown of the reactor

In cases where operators want to shutdown their facilities and to be free from a large number

of licensing demands as a minimum the spent (high radioactive) fuel must be taken away

from the research reactor facility and stored at another place or shipped to another location.

Therefore operators must take care for this situation, which will become once a normality

for all research reactors at present still in operation. For details on the German situation see

chapter 3.
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3. Back end solution of the fuel cycle

Fuel of the German research reactors has been and is still today of US origin except fuel

from reactors operated in Eastern Germany (former DDR) which is of Russian origin.

The fuel from the US has been delivered under the US/Euratom contract which allows free

transfer of this material within the Euratom community without notification of the US-DOE

or others. For research reactors being fueled with HEU of 80 % to 93 % the standard proce-

dure has been to ship the spent fuel to reprocessing. As these shipments were going on in

former times continuously there has been only the necessity for a limited storage capacity

which serves the needs for a few years. In the early days fuel has been shipped to Eurochem-

ic in Mol, Belgium, then for two years in the early seventieth to Marcoule, France, and since

that time many shipments have been made to the two US reprocessing plants in Idaho Falls,

Idaho, and Savannah River, South Carolina. In all cases the reprocessor has taken the spent

fuel elements, reprocessed the spent fuel elements, took care of the waste and the repro-

cessed uranium. The reactor operator has to pay for the shipment of the spent fuel and the re-

processing but he was getting a financial credit for the reprocessed uranium (natural uranium

and separative work units). This credit was normally used when ordering (buying) new en-

riched uranium for the fabrication of new fuel elements to continue reactor operation.

The acceptance of spent fuel by the US for reprocessing has been published in the US Feder-

al Register and was guilty for a five years period for HEU fuel. The last Fed. Reg. Note has

given only an acceptance for 1 year till the end of 1988 to be followed by a new one guilty

for a 10 years period and including a so called NEPA (National Environmental Protection

Act) investigation process. Without any new information the US-DOE has offset end of the

80 's all activities in renewing the Off Site Fuels Policy for the Receipt of Spent Research

Reactor Fuel from Foreign Research Reactors. This causes severe problems to many operat-

ing research reactors worldwide, especially to the Germans as there licensing situation does

not allow the easy extension of spent fuel storage capacity. As the US officials all the time

promises to renew the Policy but never did, all the operators believed that within a short

time they will be able to ship again spent fuel to reprocessing to the US. Promises were

made again and again for revising the Policy within a short time but actions were never

made by DOE to fulfill these promises. Therefore all the operators shipped for decades fuel

to reprocessing facilities within the US were sitting on their spent fuel elements, believing

for some years in the US promises and than starting to become nervous and surprised upon

the US inactivity and than looking for other solutions as they are

extension of spent fuel storage capacity (more or less impossible for German re-

search reactor operators, see chapter 4)

shipping to other reprocessing facilities

starting national solutions for interim storage and final disposal, see chapters 6, 7

reduction or stopping the operation of the research reactor.
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Shipping to other reprocessing facilities

The French Cogema has made a market review for starting reprocessing again at Marcoule

but after 1 year informed the interested operators that they don't intend to restart this busi-

ness. On the other hand AEA Dounreay where offering reprocessing services for a limited

time, a comparable high price and with the condition that the operator has to take back the

reprocessed uranium (what to do with this material, nobody knows) and after at least 5 years

(latest at 25 years) the concentrated waste. Comparing the former US offers there have been

a large number of disadvantages of the AEA offer: high price, obligation to take back the re-

processed uranium and the reprocessed waste. Especially the last contractual demand disen-

ables it for many countries to consider the AEA option as in many countries there is no

waste repository in sight and they don't know what to do with the radioactive waste coming

up from the operation of their research reactors. These non attractive conditions offered by

AEA were therefore accepted only by operators having severe difficulties for different rea-

sons: Spain (fuel out of Madrid), BR-2 (Mol, Belgium; space for pool repair needed), Ger-

man MTR type reactors (licensing difficulties, see chapter 4). At present AEA has offset the

reprocessing, making a market review and intend to make a final decision around the end of

1994 to continue or to shutdown the MTR reprocessing plant at Dounreay.

This was the story of reprocessing. But due to the promises US-DOE made to accept spent

research reactor fuel of US origin there has been started a well organized action to bring US-

DOE to fulfill its promises. This action has been organized by the Edlow company and an

US law firm and was paid by more than 10 (up to 15) non US research reactor operators

over years. Now the first action is, that the US is accepting as a case of emergency the ur-

gent relief of up to 409 spent fuel elements from a total of 15.000 in 1994 and 1995 on the

basis of an Environmental Assessment. This policy is intended to be followed by an Envi-

ronmental Impact Statement which should enable the return of spent fuel to the US under

special conditions announced by the Secretary of DOE on July 13, 1993. Within this an-

nouncement there is clearly stated that the US will accept only spent fuel of US origin for a

limited time (10 years to 15 years) and after this period operators must look for other solu-

tion (which include of course the shutdown of the research reactor a few years before). This

new policy includes all kind of fuel of US origin like Triga fuel, too, which was only accept-

ed in the past to be returned to the US in one of the Fed. Reg. Notes which expired without a

renewal.

The research reactors located in Eastern Germany have not had the possibility of shipping

fuel to the country of origin of the fuel (Russia). Therefore they were obliged to store their

spent fuel like other operators in the former eastern hemisphere over years and wait for fu-

ture solutions. At present the most attractive long term alternative for the operator of the

Rossendorf reactor (VKTA) is the long term interim storage as it is planned and foreseen

within the German concept. But nevertheless as one has to look at other solutions, too, the

operators are considering at present alternatives which may serve their needs in a better way.
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4. Licensing background or concerns

Licensing of fresh and spent fuel storage facilities is normally being made during the licens-

ing of the research reactor facility. At that time the licensing of the spent fuel storage is only

a small part of the licensing procedure of the whole facility. Demands for such a licensing

procedure coming up from the atomic energy act, some ordinances, criterias and in detail nu-

clear standards which have to be looked at. Licensing of a separate AFR (away from reac-

tor) spent fuel storage facility is being made under another ordinance (health physics) but it

has to follow the same standards of course. The procedure and premises for the licensing are

fixed in ordinances giving advice to

safety report

responsible, qualified persons

incidents and accidents

procedures for modifications

etc.

In the standards advice can be found for

principle design criterias for criticality, construction, corrosion resistance, decay

heat removal, shielding, health physics etc.

operation

surveillance

inspection

personnel qualification

documentation

quality assurance

health physics control etc.

In separate documents information is given for the needs of physical protection and of safe-

guarding by Euratom and IAEA (see chapter 4.2). An important figure during the design

process and for the licensing of the facility is the amount of highly enriched uranium (HEU)

fuel especially as fresh fuel at the facility. This influences especially physical protection ef-

forts to an extremely large extent (see below).

4.1 Some legal specialities in Germany

There are some very specific (typical over organized) German legal demands which cause

severe difficulties for the reactor operators as

he is more or less unable to extent the storage capacity

he has to shutdown his reactor if he is not able to show that there is enough storage

capacity for a six years period in advance.
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Both points are working in the same direction and focusing especially German re-

search reactor operators to use the non attractive AEA option for reprocessing as the less

worth option.

In an ordinance coming up from the German Atomic Energy Act there is explicitly written

that the operator who wants to increase his spent fuel storage capacity by more than 10 % (it

is licensing practice to take this 10 % as 5 %) has to pass a public hearing procedure which

is normally followed by detailed discussions of the overall safety features of the facility and

by court proceedings. The demands on such a procedure is setting up the chance for really

increasing the spent fuel storage capacity to a low degree. Beside this it is within the deci-

sion of the state (not primarily the federal) licensing authority to have the above mentioned

procedure even in cases where the desired expansion of the storage capacity is lower than 10

%. It is therefore understandable that none of the German research reactor operators is going

this way. On the other hand in all other countries worldwide the spent fuel storage capacity

has been extensively extended.

Since many years it was agreed for power reactors that they have to show actually (a rolling

procedure) to the licensing authority what are their real (contracted) possibilities for a six

years period in advance for the spent fuel storage or removal of the spent fuel elements away

from the plant. They have to have enough unfilled storage capacity at the plant and/or con-

tracts for interim storage and/or contracts for reprocessing for the produced spent fuel for a

six years operation. Options for contracts are not accepted by the licensing authorities.

At the moment a new ordinance is under preparation by the BMU (Federal Ministry for En-

vironmental Protection) which demands such a procedure for research reactors, too. This

new ordinance (Reststoffverordnung) shall become effective at the end of 1995.

The practical impossibility to increase the storage capacity and the threatening coming up

from this new ordinance forcing the German reactor operators to look at all possible solu-

tions to get rid off their spent fuel elements and to ask the BMFT (the Ministry of Science

and Technology) which is funding 90 % of the operational costs of most of the research re-

actors to sponsor the development of an own German solution (see chapter 6).

4.2 Spent fuel is fresh fuel

The proliferation risk is coming up from the theft and/or diversion of materials usable for the

production of atomic weapons. There are many different issues of importance when consid-

ering the proliferation risk e.g. the different kind, chemical composition and enrichment of

materials, different radiation level, different safeguarding efforts and different physical pro-

tection efforts. Especially it has been recognized that the involved efforts for the theft of ir-

radiated material is depending sensitively on the radiation level or radiation dose which is
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depending on the irradiation history of that material. Two IAEA definitions are existing at

present when irradiated fuel should be considered as fresh fuel for the discussion of prolife-

ration risk*. Unfortunately these two different definitions can be found in use in Member

States of the IAEA.

IAEA safeguard definition [2]: Spent fuel has to be considered as fresh fuel if the radiation

dose at 1 m distance in air unshielded per kg Ueff is below 1 Gy/h (1 eff kg is the weight of

U in kg multiplied by the square of its enrichment).

IAEA physical protection definition [1]: Spent fuel has to be considered as fresh fuel if the

radiation level is below 1 Gy/h at one meter in air unshielded.

The significant difference between the two definitions is that within the INFCIRC definition

any relation to an amount of material and weighing this amount in eff kg is missing. Such a

relation as it is being used in the safeguard definition takes into account the purpose for such

a definition as the proliferation resistance is depending on the amount of eff kg. It is open to

what the INFCIRC definition refers to: fuel rod, fuel element, fuel plate, reactor core, 1 g U,

1 kg U, 11U, U at the site or what? Such an open definition is really difficult to rationalize.

Similar the quantity of uranium is being considered as category I material (highest physical

protection demands) if the amount is > 5 kg U [1] resp. 5 kg eff U [2] for enrichments > 20

%. This quantity differs significantly. For 20 % enrichment by a factor of 25!

There are severe difficulties in understanding the logic of the latest IAEA-INFCIRC defini-

tion when irradiated fuel should be treated as fresh fuel from the point of view of physical

protection. But as it is the latest definition it should be used. Nevertheless for most of the

conclusions drawn when looking at the consequences in considering spent fuel as fresh fuel

the conclusions are equally valid for the older definition [2], too, as it has been used in [1].

This is true as for HEU with 90 % and 93 % enrichments as it is normally being used in

many research reactors, the difference is small (up to 19 %). But it should be noted that

these two definitions used for the same purpose having no relation to each other. Conse-

quently under certain circumstances conclusions drawn using one definition contradict con-

clusions drawn using the other definition. This is really a confusing situation.

4.2.1 Safeguards

Safeguarding efforts are described in the nuclear non proliferation treaty. They are depend-

ing on the amount of strategic material as a function of its enrichment (> 20 %). The actual

control effort is depending on the status fresh or spent fuel, too. In practice it is assumed - no

*) Remember: One of the founding reasons for the IAEA was to avoid the further spread

of atomic weapons.
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other example is being known - that fuel is being considered as spent if it is irradiated. No

discussion on the radiation level. But if the radiation level is taken into account, too, and the

existing definition is being used for fresh fuel for the different reactor categories (see chapter

4) the safeguarding efforts is as follows:

Reactor type A(50MW) B(10MW) C (< 1 MW)
Operation + storage < 2 years adequate adequate inadequate
Storage of spent fuel > 2 years adequate inadequate
Storage of spent fuel > 6 years inadequate inadequate

4.2.2 Physical protection

Physical protection demands having two sources

the total amount of fission product inventory in the facility (reactor core* and spent-

fuel storage)

the amount of fresh strategic material with enrichment > 20 %.

Both lead to similar requirements. Therefore, the physical protection demands can be cate-

gorized. Reactors belonging to category I (nuclear power plants, too) have to fulfill the high-

est demands. Category HI gives the lowest level of demands - normally very close to noth-

ing (table 2).

As the fuel in low power (< 1 MW) research reactors has to be taken as fresh fuel by the ex-

isting definition, if operators are not able to demonstrate the opposite, these reactors are not

belonging to physical protection category El as this is international practice (they are at

present open to the public like a department store. In the US, too). These reactors have to be

secured in accordance to physical protection category II (in some cases category I!) with by

far more stringent physical protection demands due to their inventory of HEU.

Example: It is more than surprising to restrict the amount of fresh fuel for operating univer-

sity reactors of category II to only a few fresh fuel elements when on the other hand large

amounts of not sufficient protected material is distributed over the country in open houses

(in low power research reactors which are not sufficiently physical protected).

4.3 Paper work

The safety report which has to be submitted to the licensing authorities (internal and exter-

nal) should include all necessary information and must be updated when required. An opera-

tion and inspection manual is necessary. All these reports, manuals, design, construction and

inspection reports have to be documented.

*) Normally greater by orders of magnitudes than within the spent fuel storage.
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4.4 Licensing procedure

The license will be granted by the state licensing authority after having a report by indepen-

dent consultants (e.g. GRS, TUV or others). The license refers to the safety report and all ad-

ditional informations and documentations of the construction and technical acceptance pro-

cess and gives demands for the operation and inspection of the facility (e.g. spent fuel stor-

age racks). It is clear to everyone that the spent fuel storage can only be used in that way and

under the conditions it has been applied for: location, operation, design of fuel elements, fuel

loading etc. Only within the limits described in the safety report or in other documents ac-

cepted by the authority the spent fuel storage can be operated. The most important condi-

tions are being checked periodically by the licensing authority and/or their consultants.

5. Design and operation of spent fuel storage facilities at the GKSS research cen-

tre

The following main steps are being discussed: design, licensing, construction, approval of

construction, operation, operational limits, monitoring, inspection, safeguarding, physical

protection, licensing limits.

5.1 Design

The design of the storage racks is being followed by the binding conditions of the facility

like pool geometry, pool operation and considerations made for the capacity. Due to the in-

stallation of the second reactor FRG-2 after having the facility in operation over years a

modification of almost all pool internals was necessary. Especially due to the considerations

for a further power increase of the FRG-2 from 15 to 21 MW in combination with an in-

crease in fuel element loading from 180 g U-235 to 303 g U-235 a redesign of the spent fuel

racks was necessary. In the following some more general design features are given.

The design was being made to serve the operational needs. Therefore racks were being de-

signed to be fixed at the pool walls (table 3).

The rack I which can be used for up to 40 fuel elements is located in pool I where the FRG-1

is in operation. As for FRG-1 a LOCA has to be considered for the reactor core a 2 x 100 %

emergency core cooling has been installed. But such an emergency core cooling does not

serve the storage rack I. Therefore within this spent fuel rack at that position only spent fuel

elements can be stored with low decay heat production. Within the operation manual of the

reactor there is for this reason a demand for the minimum decay time of 90 days for fuel ele-

ment to be stored in rack I.
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Rack II contains up to 60 spent fuel elements. Two of these racks No. II were installed in

pool ELI and in pool IV each. A loss of cooling water has not to be considered for pool HI

and IV due to the design of these pools.

All lines in the principal rack drawings (see table 3) consist of sandwiches which con-

tains 1 mm Cd coated on both sides by 1 mm AlMg3 (Al with 3 % Mg) as this has an excel-

lent corrosion resistance.

All racks have at the pool sides Al rod barriers to avoid direct contact with other fuel ele-

ments and other loads during handling operation.

As GKSS was operating around 1970 a critical facility I was able at that time to perform

subcritical experiments with prototypes of the spent fuel racks and fuel elements 93 % en-

riched and with 303 g U-235 loading. These reactivity measurements were done with the

pulse neutron source technique and the source jerk technique which were checked before in

other subcritical experiments for the reactor core of the nuclear ship "Otto Hahn". The

agreement between experiments and calculations was found to be good to trust the results re-

ceived for the FRG spent fuel racks for the demanded low criticality values (keff < 0,95). For

this reason no calculations have been performed for rack I and EL Measurements showing

that for rack II keff < 0,82 which is very low indeed. The corresponding value for rack I is

lower.

Besides these racks I and II we have 9 movable racks positioned at the pool floors which al-

lows the storage of up to 2 x 3 = 6 fuel elements each. Fuel elements and racks are separated

by space.

5.2 Licensing

Licensing has been made in conjunction with the license to start testing of new HEU fuel

elements with 303 g U-235. For this procedure a safety report describing the design and the

results of the critical experiments has been submitted to licensing authority. An addition to

the existing license was necessary for the fuel elements at present used for the FRG-1. These

fuel elements have LEU fuel (19,75 % enrichment) and a fuel loading of 323 g U-235. As

there have been performed many benchmark calculations even documented in IAEA TEC-

DOC's showing the reduction in criticality when switching from a standard MTR type fuel

element with HEU to LEU it was very easy to convince the licensing authority and their in-

dependent experts that for the change from 303 g HEU to 323 g LEU fuel loading keff be-

comes lower. Therefore no results of new experiments or calculations have to be presented

to the licensing authority.
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5.3 Construction

The construction has been made by a qualified company outside GKSS. The Cd plates have

been delivered to that company. After finishing the construction GKSS and licensing author-

ity inspectors were checking that the Cd is present, the quality of fabrication especially the

welding and the geometrical accuracy. After approving the construction the racks were in-

stalled in the reactor pools on screws being there from the original construction of the re-

search reactor.

5.4 Operation

Within the operation manual it is being fixed that fuel handling has to be done only by reac-

tor operators or shift supervisors after having a written permission by the reactor manager

for a special fuel handling operation.

As discussed in 5.1 for rack I in pool I it is allowed to store there only fuel elements which

have been removed from the reactor at least 90 days ago.

Heavy loads over the storage racks should be avoided.

5.5 Monitoring

As the storage pools are till yet identical or in direct connection with the operating pools of

the reactor the needs for monitoring have been developed from the needs to assure a good

water quality for the fuel elements in the operating reactor core to avoid point or plate type

corrosion. But due to our experience we will not change the monitoring within the storage

pools III and IV after shutdown the FRG-2 finally around the end of 1994 which has been

operated in pool IV.

Continuously monitored is the water level, water temperature, pH and resistivity. The water

level monitoring is equipped with an alarm (-1 m water level) and with an automatic startup

of the emergency core cooling system (-1,5 m water level). The pH and resistivity are being

controlled by the shift personnel who are advised to inform higher level persons if these val-

ues are out of limits e.g.

5,5 < pH < 6,5

resistivity < 1 ̂ iS/cm.

Monthly the water quality is being checked by chemical analysis for

Fe, Co, Ni - corrosion products of stainless steel

Be - Be metal reflector is being used

Cd - from fuel storage racks

Cu, Cl - corrosive agents
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Cu and Cl must be avoided, Cl may come from the regeneration of ion exchanges and Cu

from different sources.

Typical results of the analysis are

Be < 0,4 ppb

Cd < 10 ppb

Cr < 0,1 ppb

Fe < 1 ppb

Ni < 1 ppb

Cu < 1 ppb

Cl < 100 ppb

Monthly the radioactivity of the pool water is being analyzed by health physics people.

5.6 Inspection

Inspection is being made by reactor personnel and independent experts of the licensing au-

thority.This inspection includes annually:

results and periodicity of chemical analysis of the pool water

fuel element handling tools: functioning, corrosion and technical condition

overall view of storage racks: situation, damage etc.

Every five years one or more of the spent fuel racks (decision of the expert of the authority)

are taken out of the pool and the quality of the storage rack is inspected in detail: corrosion

of Al and especially of Cd. The sandwich is being opened to look at the Cd and photos are

being made. At all times the Cd was in excellent condition. Especially this inspection was

and is an operators demand!

The inspection reports being send to the licensing authority and documented at the facility.

5.7 Safeguarding

Spent fuel storage racks and the reactor core must allow appropriate access to safeguarding.

The design takes care of this demand as Euratom and IAEA inspectors confirmed many

times.

5.8 Physical protection

GKSS research centre Geesthacht has a limitation in the operating license for their

research reactors that the total amount of fresh fuel is being limited to physical protection
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category II. The operator has to take the appropriate measures in due time in the fuel man-

agement strategy of fresh and spent (see spent is fresh fuel) fuel not to exceed these limits

5.9 Licensing limits

Limits within the operation license are e.g.

number of fuel elements

enrichment

max. fuel loading

fuel element geometry

amount of fresh fuel

The operator is not allowed to exceed these limits if he has no special extra permission given

by the authority for a special case. It may be of special interest that these limits should be

guilty not for the standard figures (e.g. 93 % enrichment). These licensing limits are includ-

ing the fabricational limits (e.g. 93,15 % ± 0,15 % enrichment), so that the licensing limit is

e.g. 93,3 % enrichment. If only the standard figure is being used in the license we will not be

allowed to store anyone of our so called 93 % enriched fuel elements as all of them are ex-

ceeding 93 % enrichment.

The licensing authority and their independent experts are controlling from time to time that

no limit has been exceeded.

5.10 Experience

The operator has being made till today excellent experience with the design and operation of

the existing spent fuel racks. The design is relatively simple and cheap and allows easy in-

spection. It is believed that the operating conditions, especially the excellent water quality,

influences the experiences to a high degree.

From our experience it is strongly recommended to build the storage capacity as large as

possible to ensure the operation of the reactor under all circumstances over the scheduled

life time.

6. Interim storage solution

6.1 General

There are many uncertainties in the acceptance of spent fuel elements abroad, at least in the

long term. As mentioned above, although the US may possibly accept HEU material without

any time limitation, nevertheless the acceptance of LEU material will have a time limit. Fur-
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thermore, the point at which an Off-Site Fuel Policy will be taken up again in the US is still

very uncertain. It will also only be possible to continue reprocessing in Dounreay in future if

an "economic" quantity of material of about 1800 kg per year is available*. The offset of

spent fuel acceptance in the US in 1988 and the above mentioned uncertainties led at the be-

ginning of the nineties to an independent German disposal alternative being compiled, possi-

bly in cooperation with other European countries. A concept has been developed based on

the disposal concept for irradiated fuel elements from nuclear power stations. This concept

envisages as a first step the long term (20 - 50 years) dry interim storage of fuel elements in

special containers in a central German interim store. After appropriate conditioning, the fuel

elements will subsequently be made available for direct final disposal of an R&D project

supported by the BMFT - Federal Ministry for Research and Technology - (collaborative

project) qualified German industrial companies are developing the appropriate conditions for

realizing the concept described above in close cooperation with German research centres.

According to current scheduling - the application of the license pursuant to the Transport

and Atomic Energy Acts for interim storage in Ahaus was made beginning of 1995 - it can

be assumed that the German central interim storage can begin in 1997 at the earliest. But

there are many legal questions to be solved.

6.2 Long term interim storage

6.2.1 The CASTOR MTR 2 transport und storage cask for spent fuel elements from

research reactors

The long term interim storage of spent fuel elements from research reactors is based in Ger-

many on existing and approved interim storage technology for spent fuel of power reactors

and also on the application of a special transport and storage cask.

A cask being developed by the GNS company (Gesellschaft fur Nuklear-Service, Essen) is

adapted to the special operating conditions at research reactors. This cask, known as GNS-

11 (fig. 2), fulfills the requirement of German and international transport regulations on

transport packaging of the B(U) type. This cask has been used and is being used for spent

fuel shipment to AEA Dounreay (UK) and Savannah River (US). Currently a modification

of this approved cask design is being made by GNB (Gesellschaft fur Nuklear Behalter, Es-

sen) to adapt the GNS-11 to the demands for long term interim storage. The modified cask is

being called now CASTOR MTR 2 (see fig. 3).

In its design, the CASTOR MTR 2 (see picture) conforms to the tried and tested principles

of CASTOR casks for the transport of LWR, MTR and interim storage of spent LWR fuel

*) At present Dounreay has ceased reprocessing activities in the first half of 1994. It may

be recovered beginning of 1995. A decision will be made soon depending on the con-

tracted quantity for reprocessing.
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elements. It essentially consists of a thick-walled cylindrical cask body and a double lid seal-

ing system capable of being controlled.

The cask body is made of ductile modular cast iron and its smooth surface is protected by an

easily decontaminatable coat of paint.

The 280 mm thick primary lid of stainless steel is attached to the cask body by 28 cheese-

head screws, as is the secondary lid, 60 mm in thickness, placed above it. Both lids are

equipped with a metal and an elastomer seal, thus ensuring the safe and controlled long term

enclosure of the fuel elements and their volatile fission products.

A number of storage racks, adapted in their geometry and content of neutron absorption ma-

terial to the fuel elements to be disposed off and loading pattern of the cask serve to accom-

modate and position the fuel elements inside the cask.

Two lugs are screwed onto the upper region of the cask body to facilitate handling of the

cask at the reactor stations and in the interim store.

The cask is equipped with a shock absorber system for transportation on public routes pro-

tecting it against unacceptably high stresses in the case of a possible accident during trans-

portation.

For storage purposes, the interior of the cask is dried out to a water content of less than 10 g

H2O/m3 and filled with an inert gas (helium). This prevents both corrosion of the stored fuel

elements as well as of the metal seals used at the lids.

Table 4 gives a survey of the essential CASTOR MTR 2 data.

The dimensions and weight of the CASTOR MTR 2 are designed in such a way that it can

be loaded and handled at most research reactors.

The Noell Freiburg company is currently developing a mobile unloading facility enabling

loading to be carried out at reactor stations where it is not possible to handle the 16 tons cask

without difficulty (see 6.2.2).

The interim storage concept planned on the basis of CASTOR MTR 2 cask only requires

handling of the fuel elements during loading at the reactor and only one shipment of the

loaded cask from the reactor to the interim store. For these reasons, and due to the large

number of fuel elements which can be stored in one cask, this concept ensures a safe and ec-

onomic disposal of spent fuel elements from research reactors in the long term.

The described CASTOR MTR 2 cask design has been approved by the client (BMFT - Fed-

eral Ministry for Research and Technology) and the operators of the German research reac-

tors. Licensing documents pursuant to transport legislation and the Atomic Energy Act are
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currently being compiled so that an application is made in 1994. The first licensed casks of

the CASTOR MTR 2 type will be available at the end of 1997.

6.2.2 Reloading station, status, outlook

The Noell Freiburg company is developing a mobile reloading station for loading and han-

dling of the CASTOR MTR 2 casks ready for interim storage. This reloading station will be

available from 1996. The development of this reloading station has become necessary due to

the technical conditions at some reactor station*, which on the one hand permit either han-

dling of the 16 tons CASTOR casks due to the limited lifting capacity of the reactor crane,

nor, on the other hand, do they permit loading of the casks under water in the storage pools

(see fig. 4).

For the above mentioned reasons, a mobile reloading station has been designed which can be

conveyed to the respective reactor site by road transport enabling the CASTOR casks to be

dry loaded without using the reactor crane.

The basic technological solution proceeds according to the following process steps:

1. Preconditioning of the fuel elements in the storage pool in a criticality safe configu-

rations in so called loading units.

2. Receipt of the loading units in a transfer cask which can be manipulated by the reac-

tor crane.

3. Transportation of the transfer cask to the mobile reloading lock and reloading of the

loading units into the CASTOR MTR 2 cask with a storage rack.

4. Processing of the CASTOR MTR 2 ready for interim storage and transportation out

of the reactor hall by means of a pneumatic transport device.

The important part of the facility determining the system for realizing the reloading technol-

ogy is the mobile reloading lock (see fig. 5). The entire device is transported in a 20-foot

container and set down on a paved area outside the reactor hall. The vertically adjustable re-

loading loch is equipped with an air-cushion transport system, with the aid of which it can

be completely removed from the transport container and conveyed to its envisaged location

in the reactor hall.

The air-cushion transport system is also used to transport the CASTOR cask into the reactor

hall to the reloading station under the lock and to remove the load casks from the hall. Fig. 2

shows a sketch of the required technological steps. The loading unit filled with fuel elements

*) This affects above all the RFR (Rossendorf Research Reactor) not far from Dresden
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is removed from the storage pool with the aid of a transfer cask which is positioned above

the fuel element storage pool in a special receiving device. The transfer cask has a special

grab and a hoisting device used to insert the load units into the transfer cask.

In the transfer cask, the load units are cleaned with distilled water and also pre-dried with

hot air.

The reloading lock consists of a base frame and a transfer slide unit. The base frame and

slide unit are connected by four vertically adjustable supporting elements. The CASTOR

cask is conveyed into the base frame of the lock by the air-cushion transport system de-

scribed above and the CASTOR cask can be adapted in such a way by means of the vertical-

ly adjustable slide unit that a connection between CASTOR and the slide can be achieved

without any gap to ensure effective shielding. A lid removal and storage device in the slide

removes the primary lid from the CASTOR cask and pulls it into a parking position.

The transfer cask is similarly placed into a receiving device in the slide unit, conveyed over

the opened CASTOR by the slide unit and then lowered into the CASTOR lid region so as to

interlock by a hoisting device.

While the transfer cask is being shifted above the opened CASTOR, shielding in ensured in

every position. Activitable seals guarantee tightness between the transfer cask and CASTOR

so that a directed flow or an under pressure in the CASTOR and the transfer cask is generat-

ed via an attached ventilation system thus preventing any aerosol escape.

A rotating segment in the slide unit positions the transfer cask in the respective axis of a free

loading duct in the CASTOR storage rack so that after opening the transfer cask the fuel ele-

ment unit can be unloaded into the CASTOR by means of the transfer cask hoisting device.

By repeating this process, all seven positions of the fuel element storage rack in the CAS-

TOR are loaded.

After completing the reloading campaign, the reloading lock is brought into the transport po-

sition, removed from the reactor hall by means of air-cushion transport and conveyed into

the 20-foot transport container.

Work on realizing the overall system is currently scheduled in such a way that final testing

will begin in the first half of 1995 and in 1996 the reloading station could be employed for

the first time.

6.2.3 Studies on storage behaviour

Since today and in the past spent research reactor fuel elements in Germany have without

exception been stored in a wet state after reactor operation, either in pools at the reactor site
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or in special storage pools, before being transported for reprocessing, no experience is avail-

able as yet on the behaviour of irradiated fuel elements from research reactors under dry

storage conditions. It cannot be excluded that readily volatile radionuclides, such as H-3*,

C-14, Kr-85 and 1-129, as well as radioactive aerosols, are released from intact fuel ele-

ments, even if in very small quantities, during dry storage in the interim storage cask (CAS-

TOR MTR 2). The most accurate possible knowledge of such release is therefore particular-

ly important, above all for later reloading into the final storage casks after completing inter-

im storage. Depending on the quantities released, special safety precautions may be neces-

sary for this reloading procedure.

The release of H-3 by diffusion from an intact fuel element was calculated for fuel elements

of FRJ-2 (DIDO), taking into consideration a cooling time of approximately three years. The

integral H-3 release was determined for a period of five years, in the course of which due to

saturation behaviour more than 95 % of the entire long term integral release had already tak-

en place after one year. An H-3 release of approximately 1.9 • 104 Bq per fuel element re-

sulted at a temperature between 200° and 300° C. Under unfavourable conditions this would

lead to a total release in the order of approximately 5.4 • 105 Bq for a CASTOR MTR 2 cask

loaded with 28 fuel elements. Compared with the release of tritium from the surface of the

fuel element claddings - incorporation takes place during operation by cooling with heavy

water containing tritium - this value is negligibly small.

Studies on the FRJ-2 at KFA Julich have indicated a maximum of about 2 • 107 Bq per fuel

element for the release of incorporated tritium. A maximum of about 5 • 108 Bq could there-

fore be expected for a cask with 28 fuel elements. The release of fission incorporated in the

surface is thus estimated to be about three orders of magnitude higher than release by diffu-

sion through the cladding.

Since the diffusion calculations are associated with great uncertainties due to the lack of ex-

perimentally supported data, the release of volatile radionuclides to be expected is to be

studied in a special, so called dry storage experiment with a total of 15 fuel elements from

the FRJ-2. A transport/storage cask of the CASTOR MTR type (belonging to the KFA) will

be used for this purpose. The cask is equipped with a jacket heater and thermally insulated

on all sides enabling maximum temperatures of about 200 °C to be reached. Two gas con-

nections in the CASTOR MTR lid, giving access to the interior of the cask, are to be used to

circulate the gas in the cask and to remove gas samples for subsequent gas analysis. In addi-

tion, the temperature inside the CASTOR MTR is to be by monitored special measuring sen-

sors. During the experiment, essentially the four above mentioned nuclides are to be meas-

ured. The experiment has begun in autumn 1993 and it is planned to run for about 1.5 years.

") From a D2O research reactor (FRJ-2)
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6.2.4 Legal difficulties

Within the license of the long term interim storage at Ahaus there are two main restrictions

If only one of the lids is intact the defect one has to be repaired. As such a repair is not

possible at Ahaus the cask has to be shipped to another facility (no one knows where)

or back to the research reactor. As normally after some time the spent fuel within the

cask must be considered as fresh fuel and the amount of U-235 in HEU loaded per cask

will exceed the limits of the physical protection category II, the research reactor opera-

tor is not allowed to take back this fuel by his license as the reactor license applies only

for physical protection category II. This problem is not solved.

If such a repair action will be necessary after a time when the research reactor is de-

commissioned there is no chance to take back the cask in any way. This is the situation,

too, at the end of the operational license of the interim storage facility Ahaus if there is

no final disposal or another interim storage. The operator has to confirm that he will

take back all of his fuel elements from Ahaus at that time, if there is no other solution

which no one knows at present.

Both problems must be solved - contracts have to exist - on a national basis before operators

will be able to sign contracts for long term interim storage with Ahaus. Therefore Ahaus will

have its license probably long before any operator is able to sign a contract.

7. Final disposal

A basic study is going on to investigate the possibility for final disposal of spent research re-

actor fuel in salt mines in using e.g. the German long term disposal concept with the special

developed so called Pollux containers which ensure the safe retention of fission products in

the container in salty atmosphere for at least 500 years. If contact between Al clad research

reactor fuel and salt is being made the fuel elements will be destroyed shortly after. At

present no decision is being made how to perform the final disposal. Studies are going on.

8. Summary and conclusion

The paper describes the situation of research reactors within the Federal Republic of

Germany, the back end of the fuel cycle, licensing demands and gives some design and op-

erational figures for the FRG research reactors. To summarize and conclude

3 Triga reactors are in operation. Two will go out of operation within the coming years.
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1 Triga reactor has an operational restriction due to the unsolved back end of the fuel

cycle

6 MTR type reactors are in operation from which 4 may go out of operation till around

2000. One new project is under discussion.

FRG-1 and BER-2 will hopefully be in operation till 2010.

Needs to store fuel for some time are being seen: refueling, unloading the reactor core

for operational or repair reasons, shutdown.

All German MTR type research reactors have shipped their spent fuel periodically to

reprocessing in France, USA or UK.

The offset of US-DOE to accept spent research reactor fuel of US origin in disagree-

ment with declarations causes many severe operational and licensing troubles which

forces operators to go to reprocessing to AEA Dounreay.

US-DOE after getting national and international pressure from US organizations, com-

panies and foreign research reactor operators intends to accept spent foreign research

reactor fuel of US origin for up to 15 years.

At present US-DOE accepting under an urgent relief basis up to 409 fuel elements. An

EA (Environmental Assessment) has been published

DOE intends to accept other spent fuel around beginning of 1996. This fuel will not be

reprocessed. It will be stored forever? An EIS (Environmental Impact Statement) is un-

der preparation.

Mostly German research reactor operators are accepting the UK (AEA) offer for repro-

cessing with the conditions: high price, return of reprocessed uranium and waste to

Germany.

The (no longer operating) research reactors in Eastern Germany never shipped fuel to

reprocessing.

Germany has some special licensing demands which causes for operators of research

reactors severe difficulties. Operators have to pass a public licensing procedure if they

increase the spent fuel storage capacity by more than 5 %. Operators have to show an-

nually for six years in advance to the licensing authority the spent fuel situation at their

facility.

Licensing a spent fuel storage a safety report with all relevant design, construction,

safety and operational informations has to be submitted to the authorities. Necessary in-

spections will be made by independent experts.
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Spent fuel must be taken as fresh fuel if the radiation dose is below one of the two - not

clear! - IAEA limits. This has to be considered in licensing, safeguarding and physical

protection and can cause very severe difficulties.

Due to the existing difficulties for the back end of the fuel cycle Germany starts a pro-

ject for having a home made solution after some time.

The German long term interim storage cask CASTOR MTR 2 is based on the licensed

transport cask GNS 11.

Licensing for the cask CASTOR MTR 2 and the Ahaus storage facility is underway.

The license applications may be granted in 1997.

Due to some contractual - legal - demands probably no spent fuel can be stored within

the next decade in Ahaus. Within the Ahaus license there will be demands that the op-

erator has to take back the casks for repair actions or after the Ahaus license expired.

Experiments going on to proof the excellent behaviour of a dry spent fuel storage. Pre-

liminary results are convincing.

A principal description of the design of the FRG spent fuel racks are given. These com-

pact racks using Cd plates coated by AIMg3.

Critical experiments have been performed to demonstrate subcriticality.

Construction has been approved by GKSS and independent experts.

Operational demands are being fixed in the operation manual of the research reactor.

Continuously water level, pH, resistivity and temperature are being monitored. Actions

are being made if limits are exceeded.

Discontinuously a chemical analysis is being made for Ni, Cr, Fe, Be, Cd, Cu, Cl.

Regular inspections are being made by GKSS and independent inspectors of tools,

racks and especially Cd plates.

Demands on safeguarding and physical protection are being looked at very carefully.

The operator must assure to be within existing licensing limits which are being con-

trolled by the licensing authority.

GKSS has excellent experience with their spent fuel storage rack design. The design is

comparably simple and cheap and behaves good under our operating conditions.

It is recommended to have a storage capacity as large as possible.
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TABLE 1. RESEARCH REACTORS IN GERMANY

Reactor

Triga - Mainz

Triga - Hannover

Triga - Heidelberg

FMRB - Brunswick

FRM - Munich
FRG-1 -Geesthacht

FRG-2 - Geesthacht

BER-2 - Berlin
FRJ-2 - Julich

FRM H - Munich

Power
MW
0,1

0,25

0,25

1

4
5

15

10

23

20

first criticality
(main refurbishment)

1965

1973

1978

1967

1957
1958 ( 1988)

1963 (1988)

1973(1991)

1962

2001?

remarks

LEU

LEU, shutdown 1996 or earlier

LEU, operation till 1996?

HEU, shutdown ~ 2000

HEU, operation till 2000?
LEU, upgraded, refurbished, opera-
tion till 2010?
HEU, shutdown 1994?

HEU, upgraded, refurbished
HEU, under repair
operation till 2000?
project, HEU

LEU = low enriched uranium < 20 %

HEU = high enriched uranium > 20 %

status: 1980 - 15 operating

1994- 9 operating

2000- 4 operating?

TABLE 2. PHYSICAL PROTECTION CATEGORY

category

I

II

III

proliferation resistance
amount of U
> 5 kg, > 20 %, fresh

> 1 kg, > 20 %, fresh
or > 10 kg, 10 % - 20 %, fresh
or > 5 kg, > 20 %, spent*

below category II

fission product inventory
reactor power
Q>20MW

1MW<Q<2OMW

Q < 1 M W

*) radiation beyond the level defined above.

TABLE 3. RACK DESIGN

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

rack I

rack II

. AlMg3, Cd, AlMg3

5 number of fuel elements per row
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TABLE 4. DESIGN FIGURES OF CASTOR MTR 2

External diameter (without shock absorbers)

Overall height (without shock absorbers)

Diameter of inner compartment

Height of inner compartment

Load

- box type MTR fuel elements

- tubular MTR fuel elements

- WWR-M2 fuel elements (Soviet design)

- EK-10 fuel elements (Soviet design)

- Triga fuel elements

Cask weight (loaded, without shock absorbers)

1430 mm

1679 mm

721 mm

920 mm

33/(28)

28

49

42/(28)

78

16000 kg

pool IV FRG-2
15 MW

pool 111

pool II
gates

pool

concrete

cold neutron source

thermal
column

FRG-1
5 MW

beam tubes

FIG. 1
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Alle Abmessungen in mm
All Dimensions in mm

1 AuGenliner
Outer Liner

2 Innenliner
Inner Liner

3 Bleiabschirmung
Lead Shielding

U Deckel
Lid

5 Schutzplatte
Protective Plate

6 StoGdampfer
Shockabsorber

7 Tragzapfen
Trunnion

8 Verspannung
S.A. Fastning

FIG. 2
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oberer Stoftda'mpfer

Sekundardeckel

' Primardecke!

Tragzapfen

Behalterkorper
Spharogufieiser.

unterer StofkJ3mpfe

33 kastenformige MTR-BE

Tragkorb

28 rohrformige MTR-BE

FIG. 3. CASTOR MTR-2 with basket.
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fuel assemble
bundle

transfer cask

fuel assembly
'storage pool

/- - - + - -

lid lifting appliance

fuel assembly storage pool recharging lock

FIG. 4. Mobile transfer unit
Basic technological solution



transfer cask

air cushion pallet

FIG. 5. Recharging lock.
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